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Just like the original Fucksicles, but with black backgrounds to make your bright colors pop! Oh, and
FIVE bonus pages, just because. :) Watermelon Wankjob, Oh Shit! Orange Blast, and Blueberry
Bitch, are just few of the flavors you will find in this tasty swear word coloring book. But, whatâ€™s
even better - you can make up your own! Over 24 fun and original swear word coloring book pages
with black backgrounds to make your bright colors and neons pop For fans of adult coloring books
and swear word coloring books Coloring page designs are printed single-sided to prevent bleed All
of your favorite swear word phrases like: Shit Happens, Life's a Bitch, and Get Fucked Up, and
many, many more Makes the perfect gift or a fun coloring party This curse word coloring bookÂ is
jam-packed with fun retro patterns, funny swear word phrases, and several different popsicle
concepts. There is no adult coloring book like it! While you may just want this cuss word coloring
book all to yourself, Fucksicles makes a great gift or sets up the perfect coloring party. Buy
Fucksicles now! ***NOT INTENDED FOR CHILDREN.***
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I have the original fucksicles book and when I saw there was a black background version I had to
have it! So bad I got 2 copies! So different from other sweary coloring books with the Popsicle
letters, the black backgrounds allow for some bright neon colors to be used! Sharpies and gel pens
work great! You can use anything really and it'll pop! I just like the neons because the picture looks
awesome under black light! Highly recommend!!

I pretty much love all of my coloring books that come out with "midnight" editions, and this was no
exception. The paper is great, the drawings are adorable and sweary, and they are all popsicles! SO
much fun! I used my Martha Stewart Crafts Glitter Markers Set, Warm Spectrum on the picture that
has been partially colored.

I can't remember the last time I colored anything, but a friend recommended this coloring book to
me so I figured, why not? I ordered a big set of colored pencils and just went at it!The photo that I
included is of the first page that I started working on. Just that one word took me about an hour. This
coloring book is definitely going to keep me busy for a while. I just got a really cool set of gel pens
and I can't wait to try them out on the next page after I finish this one with my colored pencils.The
pages of this coloring book have a nice thickness next to them and I chose this as my first coloring
book because I really like the black background on all of the pages. Oh, and they're not
double-sided either, so you don't have to worry about bleeding through if you use markers.The only
thing I didn't like is that the pages are not perforated so it makes tearing them out slightly difficult.
My husband suggested that I use a box cutter or something and try to slice down the middle of the
spine of the book, then try to loosen the pages that way. That might work, hopefully. Otherwise, my
husband's in big trouble. (I'm kidding. Or am I?)

Love, love, love this book! John is a great artist and this is no exception. The black paper makes
your colors pop, especially when you use neon or glitter markers or gel pens. If you really want to
color your stress away, get this book.

Not as enthused with the designs as I originally thought. It's a very well made book as far as
materials though. If you're looking for a prank gift or dirty Santa gift, this hits the mark. It's
reasonably priced so you won't be out much.

At first, I wasn't entirely sure if this style of John's was going to be for me, but when the Summer
Nights Edition came out, I figured I'd give it a shot. A few of the designs seem to be missing the
black in places, probably just overlooked but it's not a big deal, I just fill them in with black pen or
marker to keep the consistency. I actually used gel pens on one of the pages, which I don't usually
do for an entire page because it tends to take up a lot of ink. It did, but it also felt like it didn't take as
much as I thought it would, but maybe that's because I used a variety of colors on it. Nonetheless, I
do really enjoy this book.

So, I already own the regular version of this book, but as soon as I saw this one, I had to have it
too... The days I waited for it to be available seemed like weeks, and even my prime shipping was
making me wait too long. The wait was, however worth it, the raunchy cute just drips from every
page, crying out for some attention from my neon markers. Since the designs are one-sided, I don't
have to worry about ruining the backsides of the pages. This is an all around great coloring book,
and not just on the days that make you feel like cussing up a storm.

Fun, fun, fun! Grab your neon markers, pencils,or paints and get to colorin'! The designs and black
backgrounds were made for neons! The designs are only printed on one side of the page, but I
would recommend ALWAYS using a piece of card stock between pages to prevent marker
bleed-thru. Enjoy!
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